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FAQ: New OASW Structure 

May 22, 2020 

Governance Review 

1) Why did OASW conduct a professional review of its governance structure?

An OASW Working Group, established in 2018 to consider OASW’s Branch and Regional
structure, identified the need for a thorough review. This review was put on hold until a new CEO
and a more formalized process could be engaged. After completing a request for proposal
process in November 2019, an independent consultant was contracted by OASW to conduct a
professional governance review.

2) What themes emerged during the governance review?

The main themes that emerged during the governance review based on interviews and Member
feedback were the following:

• The existing structure is outdated and not functioning properly.

• The Association is vulnerable to risk with existing Branch structure.

• Branch Board and Regional Directors are burnt out.

• Members want local engagement, but in varied modes of delivery and at varied times of
the day and week.

• Most Members are unfamiliar or displeased with the Branch structure.

3) What was the key finding as part of the overall governance review?

The key finding in the review was that there was too much governance at the Branch level, which
has resulted in a poor return on investment for Members.

Without a complicated Branch governance structure, time and money can be spent on:

• Creating a stronger value proposition for Members

• Delivering stronger programs

• Furthering OASW’s mandate and strategic priorities.

4) What were the recommendations that came out of the governance review and were they
approved by the OASW Board?

The following recommendations were presented to, and approved by, the OASW Provincial
Board in February 2020:

• Phase out Regions, Branches and Branch Boards

• Transition Regional Directors to Directors at Large on the Provincial Board

• Create a Local Engagement Ambassador (LEA) Program.
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5) Why is OASW moving in this new direction and structure?

OASW is moving in this new direction and proposed the new structure for the following reasons:

• The redesign supports a further integration of structure, processes, and people to support
province-wide engagement

• The new structure enhances a deeper local engagement

• There will be increased consistency on delivering the OASW mandate

• Increasing staff support and streamlining the management of finances will reduce risks
inherent in the current Branch structure

• Increased capacity for networking and local engagement;

• The new structure eliminates time spent on local administrative tasks, as AGMs, Branch

Board meetings, and local elections will no longer be required.

• OASW will be more nimble and able to address new challenges more efficiently

• Competency-based criteria for Board selection and a more rigorous nominations process
will further attract professional talent and expertise

• Implementing a Local Engagement Ambassador Program will continue to identify
champions to build local networks and contribute to the development of local leadership in
our profession.

Provincial Board of Directors Composition Changes 

6) Why are Regional Directors being transitioned to Directors at Large?

There is a leading practice in non-profit governance to move away from strict rules around
directorship based on representation. Preference instead is given to Directors whose skills,
competencies and experience align with the Board job description, the Board's mandate and the
strategic direction of the organization. There is a trend in non-profits to move towards
competency-based appointments and to avoid “popularity contests”.

As such, Regional Directors will be transitioned to Directors at Large. Members will be able to
apply for Director at Large positions regardless of where they reside and must possess the skills
and competencies required to serve on the Board. This process will replace Regional elections.
Additional information on Board nominations for 2021 will be available in the fall of 2020.

Phase Out of Branches 

7) When will Branches and Regions be phased out and when will be LEA Program begin?

OASW Branches and Regions will be phased out as of December 31, 2020.

The LEA Program will be rolled out in January 2021, and until that time, Branches will function
under the current structure in accordance with the relevant policies and procedures, with the
exception of holding AGMs in fall 2020.
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8) What will happen to the funds currently in Branch bank accounts?

Branches will be required to close Branch bank accounts and remit remaining funds to OASW by
December 31, 2020.

9) Do Branches with AGMs scheduled for this fall need to proceed?

In light of the upcoming OASW structure changes, AGMs at the Branch level do not need to take
place in the fall of 2020. The current Branch Boards will remain in place until the end of 2020.

10) What will happen to Branch awards, local social media, local newsletters and other local
activities that were undertaken by Branches, but are not included in the LEA Program?

OASW will be working to streamline all awards presented by OASW and will be creating a new
Awards & Scholarships Committee to lead this process. OASW will work actively with current
Branches to understand communication and social media needs to build a collaborative
approach.  OASW is equipped to build a system to support and promote local engagement
activities.

Local Engagement Ambassador (LEA) Program

11) Can you provide more detail around the new Local Engagement Ambassador program?

The new LEA Program will be launched in 25 communities across Ontario. LEAs will be recruited

to champion the change and will lead the rollout of local events. A Local Engagement Committee

will be created to focus on deeper member engagement.  A full-time Engagement & Outreach

Associate will be hired to support event planning and to build relationships at the local level.

12) How will Local Engagement Ambassadors (LEAs) be selected?

In late 2020, Members can apply to become LEAs and will be assessed against criteria. LEAs will
be appointed by the new Local Engagement Committee.

13) What specific Ontario communities have been targeted?

OASW will initially be targeting 25 communities across Ontario. The identified list of communities
will be confirmed after provincial consultation in the fall of 2020.

14) What if my community is not one targeted by the LEA program? Can I apply to have
events in my community?

Yes, the Engagement & Outreach Associate can be contacted to express interest in becoming an
LEA or holding events in your community if it is not on the list of 25.
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15) Will there be an LEA role description including criteria and time commitment?

Yes, the LEA role description will be released in the fall of 2020.

16) What type of events are eligible for funding under the LEA Program?

Events eligible for funding under the LEA Program include networking events, PD events, events
focusing on social work students/Schools of Social Work and local advocacy efforts. OASW will
be recommending quarterly themes, such as Social Work Week, Clinical Skills, Social
Networking and Year-End Wrap Up/ Holiday Events.

17) What will happen to Francophone engagement?

Francophone engagement remains an important priority across the province. PD events and
local networking will continue and OASW will continue to work with our Francophone Director to
plan for key opportunities to support, engage, and evaluate local planning for our Francophone
members.

Funding

18) Is there a new funding model with the new structure?

Yes, there will be a new model that will increase funding available across the province - from
$129,210 in 2020 to $150,000 in 2021. The breakdown is as follows:

Professional Development - $100,000
Meetings/Communications/Local Advocacy - $10,000
Awards/Scholarships - $10,000
Provincial Webinars - $10,000
Special Projects Fund - $20,000

The graphs below show the breakdown of current Branch funding versus the new funding model:
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Current Branch Funding Model: New Funding Model: 

Next Steps

19) What are the next steps for transitioning to the new structure?

We will continue planning for implementation of the new structure for the next several
months. We will work with Branches to better understand their individual needs and financial
practices in order to facilitate a smoother transition.

A Special Meeting of Members will be held in November 2020 to support bylaw changes and
to formally launch the new structure implementation.

OASW will continue planning Provincial and local engagement offerings throughout the
remainder of 2020.

If you have a question that is not included above, feel free to send it to OASW 
at info@oasw.org. 




